Sphagnum riparium in Wales

Carex rostrata - Potentilla palustris tall-herb fen.
There are also comparatively species-rich
hollows dominated by Carex limosa and S.
contortum in which S. plaryphyllum occurs rarely, at
its only Anglesey station.

Salbri is one of a nationally important series of
bedrock basin poor-fens in North Anglesey,
several of which are likely to offer suitable
environmental conditions for S. riparium.
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The vegetation in which S. nparium occurs is
likely to receive some soligenous influence,
emanating chiefly as surface run-off from an
adjacent heath-dad outcrop of metamorphosed
sedimentary rocks of the Anglesey Precambrian
South Stack Group. Interstitial water from the
Sphagnum raft of an adjacent stand of S. fa/lax
dominated M4 exhibited a pH of 3.9 and
conductivity
of
1 85
ttS/ cm
(field
determinations) .
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Background

I have been interested in Amb!Jstegium radicale
since 2002 when I was part of the Countryside
Council for Wales (CCW) team involved in the
examination of its only known Welsh site in
Merioneth (v.-c. 48) to assess whether it was still
extant (Blackstock & Holyoak, 2004) . It grows
in rank Molinia there and given the widespread
distribution of such vegetation in Wales it
seemed likely that further surveys might yield
significant extensions to its known range.
However, despite much conscious searching I
failed to find any A. radicale in south Wales until
2005 when a scrap of Amb!Jstegium that I

collected
from
an
arable
field
m
Carmarthenshire was identified as A. radicale by
Lars Hedenas (Sleath, 2005) .
Following the extinction of the Cornish colony
(Blackstock & Holyoak, 2004) , the site in north
Wales was the only known station for the
species in Britain, so it seemed to deserve its
Critically Endangered status in the Red Data
Book (Church et al., 2001) . However, the
subsequent discovery of plants growing as
casuals in arable fields in south Wales and two
northern Scottish vice-counties suggested that
this might not be a true reflection of its status. It
is clear from recent finds from reed-beds m
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south Wales that A. radica/e has, in fact, been
rather overlooked in Britain in the past.
Reed-bed records from south Wales

CCW's habitat survey team has now switched its
strategic focus from lowland grasslands to
lowland peatlands. We still visit plenty of rank
Mo/inia, but now enjoy the dubious pleasures of
reed-bed survey as well. In the first reed-bed we
visited in 2005, Goodwick Moor (SM9437) on
the north Pembrokeshire coast, I noticed a
patch of a straggly Amb!Jstegium with narrow
based leaves growing on reed litter. Microscopic
examination revealed that many of its leaves
were decurrent, indicating that it was A. radica/e.
The following day we went to Castlemartin
Corse (SR8999) in south Pembrokeshire, where
A. radica/e was present in at least two places in
the reed-bed. Two weeks later, Pwllcrochan Fen
(SM9102-9202) was found to support abundant
A. radica/e, this time complete with strikingly
long setae as a confirmatory feature. Finally, our
survey of Pant-y-sais Fen (SS7194) in
Glamorgan revealed a small colony of A. radica/e
in the most humid part of its reed-fen.

Figure 1. Decurrent leaf base of Amb!ystegium radica/e from
Pwllcrochan Fen. Photo: S.D.S. Bosanquet.

Identification

Smith (2004) covers the identification of A.
radica/e pretty well. However, it needs to be
emphasised that leaf-base decurrence is variable
on a single stem. Some leaves, especially more
mature ones, can have strikingly decurrent bases,
whilst others both above and below them on the
same stem may have non-decurrent bases. This
is true of material from each of the south Wales
colonies and from the one in north Wales. The
morphology of leaf decurrence is distinctive, as
the leaf posture means that there is normally a
convex area where the leaf joins the stem
(Figures 1 and 2) .
The lamina cells are often a little wider than
those illustrated by Smith: they can be short and
rhomboidal like many of the other British
Amb!Jstegium species. The margin is denticulate,
4

Figure 2. Widely spaced stem leaves ofAmb!ystegium radicale
from Pwllcrochan Fen. Photo: S.D.S. Bosanquet.

at least in the lower third of the leaf, or
sometimes sinuous. The leaves are widely spaced
and usually stand out from the stem at almost
90'. When sporophytes are present, their long,
flexuose setae are distinctive and help to make
A. radica/e stand out from other British
pleurocarpous mosses.
Ecology and status

The four recent south Wales colonies are all in
reed-beds. A. radica/e generally grows up the
bases of dead reed stems, clinging to them in a
tapering cone (Figure 3) . Sometimes patches on
adjacent stems coalesce to join the stem bases
together and sometimes the plant grows as a

Amb!Jstegium saxatile in reed-beds

both Goodwick Moor and Pwllcrochan Fen, and
it is joined by Kindbergia prae/onga, Leptodictyum
nparium and (unusually) abundant Riccardia
chamedryfo/ia at the latter site. R chamedryfo/ia also
grows with A. radica/e at Pant-y-sais Fen,
suggesting that this section of reed-bed is very
humid - the colony is on the sheltered north
side of a large block of willow scrub.
Oxyrrhynchium speciosum was the only bryophyte
associate at Castlemartin Corse. A suite of
vascular plants characteristic of fens, including
Ga/ium pa/ustre and Mentha aquatica, is shared by
all four colonies. All four sites are wet all year
round: there was 2 cm of standing water below
the A. radica/e in one part of Pwllcrochan Fen in
September 2005 and the reed litter was
noticeably wet at all four sites in August. The
sites are inundated at least periodically during
the winter. The peat pH at Goodwick Moor is
5.2; at Pwllcrochan Fen 7.0; and at Pant-y-sais
Fen 6.5. These are all likely to be higher than the
pH at Cwm Nantcol in Merioneth, where A.
radica/e grows on a relict ombrogenous surface.

Figure 3. The characteristic growth form of Amb!Jstegium
radicale in reed-beds, with patches growing up dead reed
stems. Photo: S.D.S. Bosanquet.

horizontal straggly patch on decaying reed litter.
At all four sites, A. radica/e grows in vegetation
where Phragmites austra/zs is overwhelmingly
dominant, rather than eo-dominant with Carex
acutzformis, C. riparia or Juncus subnodu/osus, which
form a dense understorey in sections of all four
sites. This seems to be because those species
produce abundant litter that prevents bryophyte
growth, whereas Phragmites dominated reed-beds
have the ground covered by reed leaf litter and
hold numerous vertical dead reed stems on
which A. radica/e preferentially grows. Reed
height in the stands varies between 170 and 200
cm. All four reed-beds are currently unmanaged,
so there is plenty of suitable decaying reed for
the species to grow on.
-

Associated species vary between the sites.
Brachythecium n·vu/are grows with A. radica/e at

A. radica/e is a classic overlooked species. It is a
rather an anonymous-looking plant with a key
identification character (decurrent leaf bases)
that is not expressed on all the leaves on a shoot.
If, as the Pembrokeshire and Glamorgan records
suggest, it is a denizen of reed-beds in western
Britain then it is unlikely to have been found by
bryologists, as reed-beds are generally regarded
as dull habitat that doesn't warrant a detailed
look. If a non-bryologist habitat surveyor were
to find it then they would be likely to either pass
it off as a Eurhynchium or a form of the
notoriously variable A. setpens. Referral to Smith
(2004), which describes A. radica/e as very rare,
would put them off claiming such an unlikely
plant.
All nine of the sites from which A. radica/e has

been recorded are in western or northern Britain
(Figure 4). Its apparent coastal distribution in south
Wales reflects the distribution of natural reed
beds in the area and does not indicate that A.
radica/e is acting as a halophyte: it was absent from
the section of Goodwick Moor that is regularly
5
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England are more likely to have been visited by
bryologists in the past as they are known to hold
other interesting Amb!Jstegium species and other
fen plants. It is still quite likely that A. radicale
awaits discovery in other parts of the country,
notably the extensive reed-fens of Anglesey and
the Conwy Valley in north Wales. In the light of
the recent records, it seems best to regard A.
radicale as Data Deficient until we have a better
idea of its British range and habitat
requirements.
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Figure 4. Current known British distribution of
Amblystegium radicale. Circles indicate records from swamps,
fens or peat cuttings; triangles indicate records from cereal
stubble fields.

inundated by brackish water. It is a European
Temperate species (Hill & Preston, 1 998) , so it
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Ireland, although its floristic element does show
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Bust of Richard Spruce unveiled in
Ecuador
On 4 March 2006 a bust of Richard Spruce
(1 8 1 7-1 893) , the British botanist and explorer of
South America, was unveiled at Rio Verde near
Bai:ios, central Ecuador (see Figure 1 ) . The work
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of art, fashioned by the Ecuadorian sculptor
Edguin Barrera and generously supported
internationally
by
various
institutions,
organisations (including the BBS) and individual

